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Abstract

Air pollution has been a growing worry of international medical organiza-
tions and governments due its relation with a large number of respiratory
diseases, among other effects. This work proposes an open, crowdsourced,
scalable methodology to model spatial air pollution in cities worldwide.
We use both Waze and Open Street Maps data to construct a collection of
features aimed to model car emissions in (large) cities. Waze data carries
information about all jammed road segments of a region for every two min-
utes and Open Street Maps (OSM) is an open source, detailed, dynamically
updated, spatial database of mapped features. Our model is trained using
data from a 30 sq km region of Oakland, California in the United States
of America. The dependent variables are the annual concentration of fine
grained black carbon, nitric oxide, and nitrogen dioxide. The features are
aggregated in hexagons with a 173 meters edge. We notice that pollutant
concentration between hexagons follows a power law and high concentra-
tion is associated with the presence of highways. We estimate four models:
simple linear regression where the only feature is the presence of a highway
in the hexagon, multiple linear regression, random forest, and XGBoost.
The latter yields better results in the validation set for black carbon, NO
and NO2. Finally, we extrapolate the model for Montevideo, Uruguay and
observe adherence to what is expected in practice.
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1 Introduction

Outdoors air pollution is one of the major causes of premature deaths in the
world [1]. Estimations of long-term air pollution deaths varies from 2.94 to
8.8 million people and over 103 million disability-adjusted life years lost [2].
This puts air pollution in between the 5th and 2nd place of higher risk factors
of death, in front of alcohol, unsafe water sources and poor sanitation
(Figure 1.1 (a)). According with a conservative estimate, the number of
deaths caused by air pollution raised from 1.7 million in 1990 to 2.94 million
with a stable death rate of 30 people of 100 thousand. A notable increase of
death is seen in underdeveloped regions, especially South, Southeast, East
Asia and Oceania (Figure 1.1 (b)). In fact, the death rate by air pollution
exposure for middle income countries are among the highest. Large on
development countries such as China and India have death rates above the
32 people per 100 thousand mean (1.2).

By definition, air pollution is any substance in the air that harm humans an-
imals, vegetation or materials [3]. There are several different pollutants that
differ depending on their composition, source and production conditions.
The most common gases are sulfur oxides, mainly SO2, nitrogen oxisides
(NO and NO2), reactive hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. Also, particu-
late matter of less than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5) or less than 10 micrometers
(PM10) are considered air pollutants.

Recent studies shows that long-term air pollution exposure are responsible
for health issues in the respiratory system and potentially in all organs
of the body [3]. It is related to lung and heart diseases, diabetes, demen-
tia, liver problems, bladder cancer, brittle bones and damaged skin. Also,
fertility, foetuses and children development are affected by air pollution.
Also, although it affects all kinds of people regarding age and sex, more
vulnerable social groups are more exposed to air pollution if they have other
illnesses.
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1 Introduction

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: World deaths by risk factor. Image (a) shows the number of deaths by risk factor
in 2017. Outdoor air pollution is the 5th cause of death with 2.94 people affected.
Image (b) shows the growth of this cause of death in the world leaded by South
Asian and Southest Asia, East Asia and Oceania countries. The number of
deaths went from 1.7 million in 1990 to 2.94 in 2017 maintaining a stable death
rate of ⇠ 30 per 100 people.
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1 Introduction

Long-term air pollution exposure is not only a major causes of death but
it affects the most vulnerable countries and social groups. In spite of these
problems, most cities do not have a great air monitoring system [4]. The
most affected continents, Asia and Africa, have poor or none air pollution
monitoring systems [5]. Even high income countries, such as the US, have
a low monitor density, ⇠ 2-5 monitors per million people and 1000 km
squared.

Several air pollution concentration estimation studies try to address this
infrastructure gap [6], [7]. Intra urban air pollution concentration data with
medium or high resolution is essential to support epidemiology and public
policy impact studies. With high concentration areas identified, measures
can be taken to mitigate pollution and provide health support to the affected
population.

Land Use Regression (LUR) is one of the adopted estimation techniques [8].
It uses pollutant concentration data from monitor along with geographic
predictors to model by regression pollutant surface in a region. In spite
of its good predictions, models can hardily be transferable to different
cities. The main constrain is the locality of most predictors. Congestion and
traffic intensity, ones of the most important predictors depend upon local
vehicle counting data. If available and open sourced, this data is not usually
standardized and there is no guarantee of completeness or quality.

This dissertation proposes a solution for the tranferability constrains of
LUR models. Based on fine grained pollution concentration data of NO,
NO2 and black carbon from Oakland, California, US. First, it builds a traffic
data set based on Waze data that has global reach and instant updates.
Also, it attempts to use a crowd sourced database, Open Street Maps, to
obtain land-use predictors. Then, it develops a LUR model over aggregated
data in a hierarchical hexagon grid open sourced by Uber. Different re-
gression models are trained: Simple Linear Regression, Multiple Linear
Regression, Random Forest and XGBoost. And, the last model achieves
results compatible with the current literature. Finally, it estimates pollution
concentration for Montevideo, Uruguay, by applying the XGBoost model
with Waze predictors.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: Outdoor air pollution death rate by country. The image compares the death rate
of outdoor (ambient) air pollution by GDP per capita. The size of the circles is
proportional to the population. It shows that middle income counties are the
most affected by air pollution.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Monitoring Data Collection

Monitoring air quality is essential to provide reliable and trustworthy air
pollution concentration data. Initially, fixed monitoring sites were installed
in specific locations of cities to comply to air quality legislation. Due to
its high cost, even the most covered cities do not have a large monitor site
network. Although they were not built with research intentions, several
studies used their data [9]–[11]. It is important to note that these types of
sites are usually located in hotspots such as heavy traffic roads or industrial
areas. So, they can be biased estimates of pollutant concentration.

In the wake of air quality control studies, several investigators have built
their own monitoring campaigns [12]–[14]. These usually consist of between
several seven or fourteen days sampling campaigns. In which, the monitors
are positioned in a way to optimize estimation and reduce bias. More
recently, there are studies focused in the optimization of fixed monitoring
sites given the city topography, buildings height and emission locations
[15].

Other researchers are testing mobile monitoring to map a large road net-
work at high spatial resolution. Cars, bikes, trams or buses equipped with
pollution sensors repeatedly go over the same roads during a specified
period of time sampling concentration levels. With a resolution of up to 20
meters, studies are able to map sharp pollutant concentration gradients and
identify hotspots [16], [17]. Data from a particular extensive study in the
San Francisco Bay that repeatedly sampled a 30 km2 area for NO, NO2 and
black carbon is used in this dissertation [18]. Which is the largest urban air
quality data set and it is freely available.

5



2 Literature Review

2.2 Estimation Methods

The literature consolidated four main methods to estimate air pollution:
Location Based, Interpolation, Dispersion Models and Land Use Regression
(LUR) [11]. The last method, LUR, has a more detailed discussion, since that
it is the method applied in this dissertation. We discuss its prediction vari-
ables importance, model development techniques, validation, tranferability
concerns, performance and limitations.

2.2.1 Location Based

Location Based Methods are the oldest and simplest models to estimate air
quality. They are based on the what is known as the first law of geography -
all things are related, but near things are more strongly related than distant
ones [19]. Thus, proximity, spatial overlap, colocation and contiguity are
proxies to pollutant concentration.

Although it oversimplifies the intricate dynamic of pollutant dispersion,
the assumptions behind the Location Based Methods are solid. Pollutant
concentration is expected to decay with distance from source, as a result
of dilution as they are transported [18]. Hence, distance can be used as the
basis pollutant concentration estimation methods.

Computing those proxies is fairly simple and straightforward with a Ge-
ographical Information System (GIS). Functions such as point-in-polygon,
intersect and buffering are fast and scalable on GIS system. Thus, it al-
lows analysis of large datasets, extensive coverage area and thousands of
locations with relatively low computational power.

Studies that used point-in-polygon GIS functions assumed that data from
monitoring sites are attributed to a region. The region can be a city or
study area [20] or a land use zone [21]. Buffering supposes that air quality
is constant given a fixed distance from a emission source. A 100 meters
distance from major roads was used by Harrison et al. [22] and a English
el al. used a 170 meters from traffic sources as buffer [23]. Moreover, linear
distance decay from the nearest road was applied by Livingstone et al.
[24].

6



2 Literature Review

However, the reliability of such models can be put in doubt. They are based
on an extremely generic argument which does not take into account weather,
topography, wind flow and buildings height.

2.2.2 Interpolation

Interpolation is a more powerful method of assessing pollutant concentra-
tions than Location Based. With more complex methodologies, interpolation
has the advantage of providing estimate errors of unsampled sites. Also,
most of its tools are available on GIS softwares, but they are rather more
computationally expensive than Location Based.

Hoek et al. [9], [25] used a inverse distance weighting technique to assess
NO2 and Black Carbon concentrations. Also, Kriging was used to estimate
daytime ozone concentration [26].

But, interpolation just relies on monitoring locations data. Which, even for
the most complete monitoring networks, are usually not extensive enough.
Air pollution surfaces on urban sites are extremely complex, with steep
gradients and localized hotspots. Thus, interpolation techniques that just
rely on emission data often struggles to perform well.

2.2.3 Dispersion

Either Interpolation or Location Based are mostly static estimates. Dispersion
models attempt to estimate pollutant concentration by theoretical chemical
and physical interactions. Due to its complexity, dispersion models can
be computationally intensive and hard to calculate. Also, differently from
previous models, emission sources are used as input. Not only the emission
source has to be identified, their emission pattern has to be previously
modelled or profiled.

Gaussian models are the usual choice do estimate dispersion. In which,
plume and puff are the two main types. Plume assume steady-state condi-
tions whereas puff are active simulations of instantaneous emission release
[27]. Softwares maintained by US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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2 Literature Review

use either one technique or a combination of both [28]. They can consider
terrain elevation, building heights and meteorological variables of varying
complexity.

Although very precise, dispersion models are hard to replicate. They are
high demanding computationally and requires precise emission profiling.
This raises the cost of infrastructure and personal. Thus, it is a considerable
barrier for cities in developing countries.

2.2.4 Land Use Regression

Land Use Regression (LUR) were first introduced by Briggs in 1997 with
the SAVIAH (Small Area Variations in Air Quality and Health) [29]. It
was presented as an improvement of interpolation methods by introducing
more features into the model. Although the name mentions only land
use, other features such altitude, traffic proxies and meteorology are often
introduced in the model. Instead of interpolating the emission data, Briggs
applied a regression which went through training and validation procedures.
Currently, this is the most applied methodology [11] and it is the one
performed in this dissertation.

Beyond emission monitoring data, it demands contextual features often
obtained by GIS. Once the data is structured, there are plenty of model-
ing options that can be applied. Hence, computational demands can vary
greatly depending on the data volume and model complexity. LUR mod-
els have three main components: geographic predictors (features), model
development and validation.

Geographic predictors, or features, are the main components of a LUR
based estimation. Usually, studies use a large set of potential variables in
their studies. The most common feature groups are traffic, population, land
use and physical geography. Significant traffic features are distance from
highway, traffic intensity and congestion [9], [11], [12], [30]. Population and
housing density are also used as features. Land use significant features
consists in categorizing a location by urban, industrial, commercial or open
space [10], [31]–[34]. Finally, physical geography important features are

8
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altitude, country region, border distance, sea distance and geographical
coordinates [35].

Most studies use Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) to develop predictive
models. Some of them used a combination of MLR with different features
for different spatial scales [9], [11]. Diagnostic tests of heteroscedasticity
and independence of residuals are usually performed to validate the use of
ordinary least squares regression [14], [36]. Moreover, some studies apply a
logarithm transformation on concentration to improve residual distribution
[10], [34], [37].

Validation techniques are crucial to guarantee the model predictability
on new data. The most commonly used is leave-one-out cross-validation
with varying n sizes and repetitions. Another approach is to subdivide
monitoring sites as training and validation sets. A combination of both can
also lead to better results. Last, some other studies used different types
of monitoring sites, such as routine monitoring stations to validate their
predictions [34].

Model performance is assessed by two main metrics, R2 and Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE). Given the differences on dispersion and chemical
reactions of each pollutant, the precision of the models vary. For NO, the
R2 of the validation sample varies from 0.49 to 0.70, RMSE statistics were
not reported. For NO2, the R2 of the validation sample is in between 0.36
and 0.87 with a mean of 0.68. Whereas RMSE is varies from 1.3 and 4.5 ppb
with a mean of 2.9 ppb. For black carbon, R2 ranges from 0.35 to 0.89 with a
0.63 mean [6].

Although thoroughly used by many investigators, one of the biggest dis-
advantages of LUR models are the non standardization of geographical
predictors. Traffic related data is usually hard to get with municipalities,
if existent at all. The quality of demographic features vary a lot according
to the country and municipality institutions. Also, there is no control on
completeness or quality of the data used. These problems greatly diminish
the transferability potential of models and techniques.

9
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The goal of the dissertation is to build a model that uses world available
data to estimate air pollution. In contrast with other similar models, we
want a model that is not bounded to regional and local data such as census,
origin-destination matrices, land use or traffic congestion. This type of
data is only usually available to median-high income countries with solid
government planning institutions. Also, there is no common standard for
this most data types, which makes it difficult to reproduce the model in other
cities and regions of the world. Finally, city-sizes databases are produced
by the cities. Thus, a different data mining effort is needed for each city.
For those reasons, inequality of availability, lack of data standards and
decentralization of databases that we pursue world available databases.

Two databases are used to build features, Waze and Open Street Maps
(OSM). The first was chosen because it has up-to-date traffic information
which is one of the most important sources of air pollution [6]. OSM data
has information about land-use, road structure and points of interest which
were used in other studies to predict air pollution.

The target variable was built upon a empirical study conducted by Aclima,
Inc. and Google which collected air pollution data from Oakland, CA, US
for a year. This database has fine granularity of 30m for an area of 30 km2.
The study collected emissions of three pollutant gases: NO, NO2 and Black
Carbon (BC). Thus, it offers a wide range of aggregations possibilities.

Finally, Uber H3 hierarchical hexagon grid database was chosen to divide
the city in areas. It has a wide range of hexagon resolutions and has an
stable, fast and maintained library.

10
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3.1 Waze

Waze is a company with worldwide reach that provides routes for drivers
via a cellphone app. Besides routes, Waze also allows users to post reports
about road conditions, such as traffic intensity, pot holes, floods and others.
This creates a community of users that provides rich and valuable data
about the city road infrastructure network. In order to allow cities to use
this information, Waze created the Citizens Connected Program. It connects
cities and research initiatives around shared and live Waze data, which is
the data used in this dissertation.

The data provided by Waze is the data showed in the Waze app. It consists
in two main data types: Alerts and Jams (Figure 3.1). Alerts data locates a
user report with an specific latitude and longitude pair. So, its existence on
the database depends upon the habit of the app users in that city. On the
other hand, Jams data is passive, it does not depend on the app user actively
engaging with the app. Jams data identifies congested roads by comparing
historical position and speed collected via GPS from its users. Thus, as long
as the city has enough users, Jams data is a more reliable and stable data
source. For that reason, we choose to only use Jams data to estimate air
pollutant emissions.

Each jam has geographical location and properties such as speed and
length that evolves in time. Jam data describes it in four categories of data:
Identifiers, Geographical, Traffic Status and Road Characteristics. Table 3.1
shows each variable available, but some considerations are necessary to
understand the data. The data is updated every two minutes. Also, Waze
identifies jams by comparing live speed with free flow speed, which is
estimated using data from 2am to 5am. It does not count the number of
vehicles in the road, so Waze does not identify roads which are loaded but
roads that are below free flow speed. Therefore, Waze only provides traffic
data for roads that are jammed.
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3 Data

Figure 3.1: Waze official map with annotations for jams and alerts data.

3.1.1 Open Street Maps

Open Street Maps is a open source project that creates and distributes
free geographic data. Founded in 2004, the community saw an exponential
increase in its early years and has been growing steadily since. In 2019, it
reached 5 million unique users that contribute by adding and modifying
geographical data (See figure 3.2). OSM data structure is centered in three
basic elements: nodes, ways and relations. Figure 3.3 shows the creation
of those elements over time. There are around 5 billion nodes in 2019, one
order of magnitude greater than ways, which had 500 million objects at
the same period. This demonstrates that OSM community is already an
important source of geographical data.

There is an hierarchy between the elements. The node element is unique
and represents a point in the earth surface as a latitude and longitude pair.
It can represent standalone features such as ATMs, park benches and others.
The way is a ordered collection of nodes that forms a polygon. This polygon
can represent a highway or river. But if the first node is repeated in the end
of the collection, the polygon is closed and it represent buildings, schools
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or forests. Finally, the relation documents the relationship between nodes,
ways and relations. It can be used to represent a collection of buildings that
form an university, an interstate route with several ways and other types of
relations. Table 3.2 describes the data structure of those elements.

Any of those basic elements can carry a tag which gives meaning to it. The
tag has two free format fields, key and value in the form key = value. For
instance, highway=residential is a valid tag in which highway is the object and
residential is the category. Thus, it is a tag for a road that is used by citizens
to access their homes. For each element, the key has to be unique, there
cannot be a tag that carries amenity=restaurant and amenity=bar.

Thus, Open Street Maps has important characteristics that motivates its
use. It has a large world community that is active and growing. This allows
any analysis built upon OSM data to be replicable in other parts of the
world. Also, it has a simple and uniform data structure that pinpoints world
features in the earth surface and attribute meaning to them.

3.2 Air Pollution

The air pollution data set comes from a Aclima, Inc. and Google project to
evaluate fine street air pollution. The companies equipped two cars with
1Hz air pollution measurement devices that sampled for three pollutants:
black carbon, NO and NO2. This harmful to health pollutants are emitted by
vehicular traffic, shipping, industrial combustion, cooking and heating. The
cars drove within residential, industrial and commercial areas of Oakland,
California, US, during 1 year. The study emphasized West Oakland (WO)
with 10km2, East Oakland (EO) with 15km2 and Downtown 5km2 as seen
in Figure 3.4,

The study covered 750 road-km that were divided in 30 m segments. Each
segment has on average 31 days and 200 1-Hz measurements data points.
Through a process of data reduction and bootstrap resampling algorithms,
the researches computed the daytime yearly median and standard error
(SE) for 21.000 road segments. Repeated sampling of the same segment at
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Figure 3.2: Number of unique OSM users over time. The dotted line in blue
shows the OSM community is still growing and it has 5 million
users that update the map 3 million times a day. Figure from
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:Osmdbstats1log.png

Figure 3.3: Evolution of the number of OSM core elements. The nodes, in pink, present a
sharp increase since 2007 reaching almost 5 billion objects in January of 2019.
Figure from https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:Osmdbstats2.png
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different seasons and the reduction methods let the researches to obtain
stable and precise (±10 � 20%)estimateso f airpollution.

The data set shared by the researchers has the structure described in Table
3.3. It has the yearly median emission estimates for each road segment
and each pollutant, BC, NO and NO2. It is a unique data set with rich
fine grained directed measured data that can be used as a solid basis for
statistical inferences.

3.3 Uber Hexagons H3

The estimation presented in this dissertation was not fine grained due to
the complexity of factor and computational constrains. Thus, we opted to
estimate the air pollution density in regions, instead of streets. There are
several ways to partition areas of the Earth. It can be a political partition
such as neighbourhoods or zip code areas or a geometric shape that repeats
over the area of interest. While political partitions are good for day-to-day
use to make decision, their irregular geometric structure are subject of
unpredictable change (https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL33488.pdf). Also,
there is no world unified database of political geographical divisions, which
turn the task of partitioning the world cumbersome.

We opted to use a regular geometric structure to partition the earth surface.
The Uber H3 project already developed an hierarchical hexagon grid for the
entire earth surface that was open sourced. The grid has 15 resolutions. The
biggest hexagon resolution, 1, has 1000 km of edge length with 4.25⇥107

km2 whereas the smaller hexagon resolution, 15, has 5⇥10�4 km of edge
length and 9⇥10�9 km2.

Squares, triangles and hexagons are the only polygons that can form a
complete grid in a plane using only one type of polygon. The advantage of
the hexagon in relation to squares and triangles is that an hexagon grid have
a unique distance between the centerpoint of an hexagon an its neighbours
(Figure 3.7). Another advantage is that the hexagon grid is the only grid
in which there are no vertices neighbours. This simplifies the analysis and
gradient smothering.
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3 Data

Figure 3.4: Areas of Oakland, California, US that were air pollution was estimated by
Aclima, Inc and Google. Major highways were annotated and US Census 2010
was used to the population inset. The wind inset shows that at 85% of daytime
the wind was blowing west (Figure from [18])
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Figure 3.5: Uber H3 hexagon hierarchical grid over a city section. The larger hexagons with
resolution 8 are about the size of a small neighbourhood. The smaller hexagons,
with resolution 10, are about the size city block. Resolution 9 hexagons contains
several blocks but are not large enough to represent a neighbourhood. Image
from https://eng.uber.com/h3/.
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In this project we opted for hexagons with resolution 9 with 174 meters
of edge and 0.1 km2 of area. The reasoning is by exclusion (Figure 3.5).
Resolution 8 hexagon are large enough to contain a small neighbourhood.
If this resolution is chosen, we lose definition of our data and there are too
few hexagons for the city area that we working with. The argument is valid
for lower resolutions. On the other hand, if we chose a resolution 10 grid,
the definition is too high, at the scale of a city block. In this way we might
not have enough information from our main sources, OSM and Waze to
estimate pollution. The argument is valid for grid resolution smaller than
10. Thus, resolution 9 is the fittest grid for our goals. Figure 3.6 shows the
complete H3 grid with resolution 9 over the studied areas of Oakland, CA,
US.
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3 Data

Figure 3.6: Uber H3 hexagon grid over Oakland, California, US. Hexagon coverage is
bounded to the availability of pollutant concentration data.
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3 Data

Figure 3.7: Polygons grid centerpoint neighbour distance. The triangle grid has 3 different
neighbour centerpoint distance and neighbours in the vertices. The square grid
has 2 centerpoint distance and also neighbours in vertices. The hexagon grid
has an unique centerpoint distance with no neighbours in the vertices. Images
from https://eng.uber.com/h3/.
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3 Data

Name Description Example

Lon geographical coordinate longitude of 30 meter
segment 51.6825848

Lat geographical coordinate longitude of 30 meter
segment 3.8384109

NO Med Median NO concentration for 30 meter road
segment in ppm 23.4

NO2 Med Median NO2 concentration for 30 meter road
segment in ppm 2.5

BC Med Median Black Carbon concentration
for 30 meter road segment in ppm 14.5

Table 3.3: Description of Aclima Inc. and Google data pollution estimate. Parts of the
dataset were ommited.
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4 Methodology

4.1 Features

There are two main goals on pre-processing OSM and Waze data. The
first was to extract variables that are related to other variables used in the
literature. Other studies already identified variables in a diverse range of
databases that are useful to estimate air pollution such as traffic congestion
and land use. OSM contains data that are related to literature studies that
were exploited. The second goal was to build variables that are independent
by using different raw data variables combinations.

In the following subsection we shows which data preprocessing was con-
ducted in the Waze and OSM database. In the end of the section, we show
how pollution data was aggregated.

4.1.1 Features Waze

Traffic features, such as congestion and intensity, are commonly among with
the most important model predictors. Usually, models use the distances
buffer distance or actual distance from heavy traffic spots as predictors.
However, due to the hexagon aggregation and computation constrains, we
opt to consider just the simplest traffic features that can be extracted from
Waze. We only considered intersection data between the hexagon region
and Waze data, not computing possible explanatory data sitting outside the
hexagon.

Waze Jam data has two main indexes, the jam identification uuid, j, and the
time pubMillis, t. The main numeric variables in the data set are: speed,
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4 Methodology

s; level, l; and length, d. The output feature is aggregate in an hexagon, h,
which contains several jams. Thus, a variable in a moment in time associated
with a certain jam contained by a hexagon is vhtj, where v can be any variable.
For convenience, Jht is the set all jams in an hexagon h at time t and T the
number of time intervals t in the period of time of the study. Given that,
table 4.1 shows how each feature we use on our model.

There are two main feature categories: simple descriptors and jam character-
istics. Pollutant emission is positively correlated with the number of lanes,
i.e. the road type. Thus, simple descriptors are just counts of jams according
to their road type. Jam characteristics take into account simple statistics of
speed, level and length.

4.1.2 Features OSM

Another major regression feature is land use. Thus, we build OSM based
features to mimic those known useful geographical predictors of pollutant
concentration.

Table 4.2 shows all features from Open Street Maps. As in Waze, due to
computational constrains, just very simple features are extracted. All the
features are counts of element tags inside the hexagon. They are divided
in General, Road Type, Urban x Rural and POI. As the name says, general
are broad counts of different OSM elements in the hexagon. It is expected
that denser areas also have a larger number of OSM elements, once that
there are more urban features to map. Given their importance as sources,
the total number of highway elements is a feature in the Road Type category.
The difference between Urban and Rural areas are not straightforward with
OSM data. Thus, we use a tag natural to describe nature and parking, place
to describe urban areas. Finally, POIs are used to improve the description of
urban areas and as a proxy for high human activity neighbourhoods.
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Name Description Formula

max counta Maximum number of
unique jams at the same
time

maxt(Jht)

max length Maximum length of a jam maxtj(dhtj)

avg congested prop Average jam length maxtj(dhtj)
maxt(Jht)

max avg speed Maximum average speed
of jams

maxt(
Âj2Jht

shtj
|Jht|

)

min avg speed Minimum average speed
of the jams

mint(
Âj2Jht

shtj
|Jht|

)

avg speed Average speed of the aver-
age speed

1
T ÂT

t
Âj2Jht

shtj
|Jht|

max median level Maximum median level of
the jams

maxt(medianj(lhtj))

min median level Minimum median level mint(medianj(lhtj))
median level Median of the median

level
mediantj(lhtj)

bool highway Indicator of a highway
usual road type Median of the road type

number
usual road type Most common road type
bool highway Indicator of highway
bool primary Indicator of primary roads
bool ramps Indicator of ramps
bool secondary Indicator of secondary

roads
count highway Number of jams in high-

ways in the period
count streets Number of jams in streets

in the period
count primary Number of jams in pri-

mary roads in the period
count secondary Number of jams in sec-

ondary roads in the period
count primary street Number of jams in pri-

mary streets in the period
count primary ramps Number of jams in pri-

mary ramps in the period

Table 4.1: Description of Waze Features
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Name Description Classification

general counta Number of elements General
node counta Number of nodes General
info counta Number of info tags General
highway counta Number of highway tags Road Type
natural counta Number of natural tags Urban x Rural
place counta Number of place tags Urban x Rural
parking counta Number of parking tags Urban x Rural
addr street counta Number of addr:street tags Urban x Rural
addr housenumber counta Number of

addr:housenumber tags
Urban x Rural

amenity counta Number of amenity tags POI
school counta Number of school tags POI
restaurant counta Number of restaurant tags POI
place of worship counta Number of

place of worship tags
POI

shop counta Number of shop tags POI
name counta Number os name tags POI
crossing counta Number of crossing tags POI

Table 4.2: Description of Open Street Maps Features
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4 Methodology

Variable Skewness Excess Kurtosis

Median BC 0.53 -1.74
Median NO 1.06 -0.48
Median NO2 0.65 -0.98

Table 4.3: Mean centrality statistics of pollution distributions in hexagon. Excess Kurtosis
is the kurtosis minus 3.

4.1.3 Pollution (Target Variable)

Pollution concentration in urban areas has sharp local gradients and very
localized hotspots. LUR models are not designed have high precision and
detect local emission anomalies. Thus, when aggregating pollution data
in the hexagon, we opted by choosing the central tendency statistics less
affected by outliers.

High precision pollution data from Oakland, CA, US has two central statis-
tics, mean and median. Thus, there are the mean and median values for
each pollutant, black carbon, NO and NO2. The data set authors, in their
analysis, chose to use median due to its better description of long term
trends. The other central tendency regarding the data aggregation into
hexagons is also the median. Table 4.3 shows mean central moments values
for data aggregated in hexagons. Notably, all skewness values are positive,
which indicates a long right tail. Also, Excesses Kurtosis is negative for all
distributions. This is a pattern of a long right tail with a concentrated peak.
Which indicates the presence of outliers that can affect the mean. Thus, we
choose the median of the pollution data inside a hexagon to be the central
tendency.
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5 Results

5.1 E↵ects of highways and dispersion on
pollutant concentration

In this section we will show that high pollutant concentration is related to
highways, specially for NO and black carbon. Also, high distance-decay rates
from highways leads to more unequal hexagon concentration distributions.
Moreover, hexagons distributions present three different patterns depending
on the pollutant concentration.

There is a known ”distance-decay” concentration pattern between heavy
traffic highways and residential streets [18]. Figure 5.1(a) shows an exponen-
tial decay of pollutant concentration given the nearest highway distance. The
unconstrained exponential model, C(d) = a + b exp(�3d/k) reproduces
well the observed pattern. Here, d, in meters, is the distance to highways, a
is the urban background concentration for d ! •, the near-road parameter
b governs the concentration increment of highway proximity and k is the
decay parameter that represents the distance in which the concentration
relax to a.

As expected by atmospheric dynamics, NO presents a sharper distance-
decay relationship, followed by BC and NO2. Both BC and NO sources are
combustion engines. But, different from BC, NO has a faster depletion rate
during daytime due to its reaction with ozone (NO + O3 ! NO2) [REF
SEE HIGH]. On the other hand, since NO2 presence comes from secondary
reactions, its presence is more homogeneous than NO and BC.

When aggregated in hexagons, the distance-decay relationship is preserved.
Figure 5.1(b) compare hexagons on whether they intersect a highway.
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5 Results

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Positive correlation between highway proximity and pollutant concentration.
(a) Panel from
aptehigh� resolution2017showsthedecayo f pollutantconcentration f romhighwaystoroads.Thele f timageshowstheratioo f medianconcentrationatadistance f romthenearesthighway.Theerrorbarsarethestandarderror f rombootstrapresampling.Anexponentialunconstrainedthreeparametermodel f itstheobserveddecay.Therightimageisthedistance f romhighwaydcomputedbytheharmonicmeandistancetothenearestportiono f the f ourmajorhighways(b)Medianconcentrationo f blackcarbon, NOandNO2
for each hexagon region categorized by its intersection with a jammed highway.
Each point is the median concentration in an hexagon.
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Hexagons that do not intersect with a highways tend to have lower concen-
tration for all pollutants. For NO, highway intersecting hexagons have 3.5
higher mean than those that are not intersecting. BC and NO2 follows with
2.09 and 1.84 mean difference, respectively.

Figure 5.2: Hexagon regions median concentration distribution by rank. An unconstrained
power model (y = axb) fits the first 250 hexagons median. The high and medium
concentration values shows a high agreement with the power model whereas
for low concentration the distribution drops sharply for all pollutants.

However, there are hexagon concentrations that do not follow the central
tendency. The case of hexagon concentration that intersects highways that is
lower than expected can be explained by traffic intensity. Not all highways
present heavy traffic on daytime, which can impact especially BC and NO
concentrations. On the other hand, when hexagons that do not intersect
with highways present high concentration, they can be neighbouring intense
traffic highways.

These distance-decay relationships affect the distribution of concentration in
hexagons. A decreasing rank-size distribution of the hexagon concentrations
was modeled by C(r) = ar�b with high fidelity (R2 > 0.93) (Figure 5.2).
Here, the ranking is r, a is a scale factor and the inequality parameter b. If b
takes higher values, then there are fewer hexagons with high concentration.
Since NO has the sharpest distance-decay, we expect a more unequal distri-
bution and a higher b value. Which is the case, NO has the higher b value
of -0.76 whereas BC takes 0.45 followed by NO2.
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5 Results

Another relevant aspect is the distribution pattern of very high concentration
hexagons for NO2 and NO. For the 10 highest concentrations, b is 0.4 for
NO and 0.19 for NO2. This difference on behaviour can come from the fact
that there is a limited highway capacity in which pollutant concentration is
maximized. Moreover, the lowest concentration values decrease sharply for
all pollutants which are located in neighborhoods with parks and great tree
coverage .

Air pollution is highly correlated with the presence of highways, especially
for BC and NO that has vehicles as their main source. The distance-decay
relationship dictated by atmospheric interactions greatly changes the dis-
tribution of pollutants of the hexagon regions. NO2 is more widely spread
and seems uniformly distributed. On the other hand, BC and NO, which
present sharper distance-decays, are irregularly distributed. Also, there are
three patterns on the distributions; it is less unequal for high concentration
hexagons of NO and NO2’; for very low concentrations it drops sharply and
for mid-range concentrations it presents a power law behaviour.

5.2 Model Results and Feature Importance

In this section we present the models used to estimate pollutant concentra-
tion. The simplest model, a linear regression with highway intersection as
only feature is used as baseline. Other models use Waze features with low
correlation and had their parameters optimized. XGBoost yielded better
results, followed by Random Forest and Multiple Linear Regression. Then, a
graphical comparison between the actual values and XGBoost model is done.
Finally, a mean decrease of impurity of the Random Forest model was used
to access feature importance, which greatly favors jams characteristics.

In order to evaluate the model we split the hexagons into two non-overlapping
sets of training and validation. The training set contained 90% of the total
set, 254 hexagons, whereas the validation set had the remaining 28 hexagons.
Neither models had access to the validation set during training. But, the
model evaluation was done by calculating the Mean Squared Error (MSE)
of the model in the validation set.
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5 Results

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Modeling results for Highway Linear Regression and Multiple Linear Regres-
sion. Image (a) shows the results for the linear regression C(x) = aH(x) + b
where x is the hexagon region, H(x) is an indicator function which is 1 if the
hexagon intersects a highway, a and b are unconstrained parameters. Image
(b) has the results of a Multiple Linear Regression performed over all available
features. Orange dots are hexagons used to train the models, whereas blue dots
to validate it. Mean Squared Error (MSE) is at the top left of each subplot and
the black line is the ideal model.
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Based on the discussion of the previous section about the correlation of
highways and air pollution concentration, we build our simplest model. It it
a simple linear regression that we call Highway Linear Regression

C(x) = aH(x) + b

where x is the hexagon, H(x) is an indicator function which is 1 when
the hexagon x intersects a highway, a and b are unconstrained parameters.
As Figure 5.3 (a) shows, C(x) has only two possible values, values for
each pollutant. As expected, the model did not perform well, especially
because of the hexagons that intersects highways but do not present high
concentration (See 5.1).

Other features beyond highway presence may better explain the data. Thus,
using all the available Waze features that are not highly correlated, we fit a
Multiple Linear Regression,

Ci(x) = b01 + b1xi1 + . . . + bpxip + ei, i = 1, . . . , n

where i is the hexagon, p is a feature and the total number of hexagons is n.
Thus, xip is the feature p of the hexagon i, b are unconstrained parameters,
C the estimated concentration and e the error term. Table 5.1 shows that
MSE only performs better than the baseline for NO. BC and NO2 MSE
values are slightly worse. Figure 5.3(b) shows that the model underestimates
high concentration values.

All the following models have tuned hyperparameters. The method consists
in a wider Random Search of hyperparameters, which leads to a narrower
Grid Search of the resulting hyperparameters.

The third proposed model is a Random Forest which has being used to
estimate pollutant concentration in other studies [38]. It consists on a com-
bination of unpruned regression trees generated by bootstrapped samples.
When building the trees, it selects the best split at each node among a
random selection of explanatory variables. The regression prediction is done
by averaging the results of those trees. At each boostrap interaction, about
one third of the data is left out, an out-of-bag (OOB) sample. The average of
the OOB error is called OOB estimate error rate [39].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Modeling results for Random Forest and XGBoost. Image (a) shows Random
Forest results which underestimates high concentration values. The XGBoost
regression, which has the best MSE, is shown in image (b). Orange dots are
hexagons used to train the models, whereas blue dots to validate it. Mean
Squared Error (MSE) is at the top left of each subplot and the black line is the
ideal model.
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BC NO NO2

Highway Linear Regression 0.086 95.8 24.0
Multiple Linear Regression 0.089 78.0 25.6
Random Forest 0.058 49.6 18.6
XGBoost 0.047 39.5 16.0

Table 5.1: Mean Squared Error (MSE) of each model by pollutant.

The Random Forest had consistently better MSE for all pollutants. It de-
creased 32%, 37% and 28% MSE for BC, NO and NO2, respectively (See 5.1).
However, the model still underestimates medium and high concentration
values (see Figure 5.4(a)), especially for NO2 and NO with residual mean of
-0.68 and -0.7, where the residual is the difference between the actual and
estimated concentration.

Finally, the last model is a XGBoost which is an implementation of the
gradient-boosted decision trees. It is a widely used technique that achieves
state-of-the-art results on regression benchmarks. On the top of fast, reliable
and stable, it is also used in production environments [40]. The model
consists on an ensemble of weak tree classifiers that are built sequentially.
Each new classifier improves on the gain of the objective function which is
built by a training loss and a regularization term. We use the Mean Squared
Error as our training loss.

The XGBoost outperforms competing models. It achieves a 47% gain of MSE
for BC, 58% for NO and 33% for NO2. Although it stills underestimates
high concentrations, with residual means of -0.8 and -0.32 for NO and NO2,
the high concentration error dropped two fold for NO, 30% for NO2 and
40% for BC.

A graphical comparison of the XGBoost prediction and real values is seen on
Figure 5.5. In order to produce a comparable map, the hexagons values were
binned using a clustering method called Jenks natural breaks classification
method. It minimize each class’s average deviation from the class mean,
while maximizing each class’s deviation from the means of the other groups.
In order to keep comparability, the bins of NO were also used on NO2. The
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BC NO NO2 Mean
feature

max length 0.323 0.270 0.312 0.301
avg congested prop 0.185 0.239 0.104 0.176
avg speed 0.141 0.213 0.120 0.158
count highway 0.064 0.077 0.118 0.086
count primary ramps 0.052 0.031 0.055 0.046
min median level 0.076 0.015 0.042 0.044
bool highway 0.032 0.017 0.081 0.043
bool ramps 0.050 0.042 0.024 0.038
count primary street 0.021 0.031 0.037 0.030
count streets 0.025 0.015 0.043 0.028
count primary 0.011 0.033 0.035 0.026
count secondary 0.022 0.016 0.029 0.022

Table 5.2: Waze feature relevance according to mean decrease of impurity of the Random
Forest.

leftmost maps come from real data, whereas rightmost maps were produced
by the XGBoost model.

We observe a good agreement between real values and estimation for all
pollutants. The model managed to identify the highest concentration areas
and, with reasonable fidelity, the rare very low NO2 concentration areas.
Also, there are some hexagon differences that comes from underestimation.
It is the case for the south west region of West Oakland where there is a
high concentration of pollutants due to the presence of a highway. XGBoost
underestimates the concentration for NO (map b) and NO2. However, on
south east Oakland, it overestimated the concentration for NO.

Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that XGBoost model outperformed
the previous models. However, the Random Forest provides a powerful
method to assess feature importance. It is called mean decrease of impurity
which consists on randomly excluding a feature from nodes. If it causes an
OOB error increase, then the feature is relevant.

Table 5.2 presents feature importance for each pollutant and the mean fea-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: Comparison between actual median pollutant concentration (left) and estimated
concentration by XGBoost model (right). Panel (a), (b) and (c) corresponds to
black carbon, NO and NO2, respectively. The concentration is binned by the
Jenks natural breaks classification method. Missing hexagons in the estimated
maps (right) are due to the lack of Waze data on the region.
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ture importance. It is clear that three features are more relevant: max length,
avg congested prop and avg speed. Those are traffic characteristics that rightly
describe jams conditions. The first is associated with the traffic length, which
is only very high on highways and heavy traffic conditions. The second is a
proportion of how often all the observed jams on that period get congested,
which is a reliable sign of a usually congested region. However, the propor-
tion can also be large if the region has too few roads. Finally, avg speed has a
negative correlation with heavy traffic. If the speed is very low or zero, the
traffic is worst.

5.3 XGBoost Air Pollution Estimation for
Montevideo

Waze data from April of 2019 were used along the XGBoost model to
estimate the pollutant concentrations for Montevideo, Uruguay. It as a
medium-sized city with 1.3 million inhabitants which is the capital of the
country. Whereas Oakland has 425 thousand inhabitants and is located in the
metropolitan region of a bigger city, San Francisco, California, USA. There
are major differences to consider in respect of the cities. They have different
vehicle fleets and fuel composition; Montevideo has smaller highways
compared to Oakland; also, atmospheric conditions differ which can affect
NO and NO2 estimations. However, both are at sea-level and have the same
urban area, 200km2.

Considering that all potential variables are either constant or, in the average,
do not influence the estimation, we estimated the NO concentration. Figure
5.6 is a map of Montevideo with concentration hexagons with the same bins
used to validate the model. Montevideo has over 2000 hexagon regions, but
several of them are isolated at country side areas.

We notice that highways used to enter the city through the north are present
medium and high NO concentration. The highway that crosses the city
towards the east is also surrounded by medium and high concentration.
Also, there is a medium concentration region in the city center, which is
most active part of the city during day time. However, the is the highest
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BC NO NO2

R2 MSE R2 MSE R2 MSE
Highway Linear Regression 0.29 0.086 0.36 95.8 0.40 24.0
Multiple Linear Regression 0.26 0.089 0.48 78.0 0.36 25.6
Random Forest 0.53 0.058 0.61 68.5 0.49 18.6
XGBoost 0.67 0.047 0.72 42.5 0.60 16.0

concentration hexagons are scattered in countryside regions and far from a
highway.
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Figure 5.6: Nitrogen Oxide (NO) concentration XGBoost estimation for Montevideo,
Uruguay. The estimation used Waze data from April, 2019. Dark orange hexagon
regions (¿53 ppb) are above the yearly average recommended by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency. [41].
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6 Discussion

6.1 Model Limits and Possible Extensions

6.1.1 Challenges on estimation air pollution in urban areas

Estimating air pollution in urban areas is not a straightforward task. It is a
complex phenomenon that depended on a wide range of variables. There are
several of different pollutants. This dissertation covered NO, NO2 and BC,
but there are others as harmful as those such as Sulfur Oxide, Ozone, Micro
Particles, Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide. Each of those pollutants
have different sources and go through different chemical processes to be
formed. The main source of NO, BC and NO2 is burning fossil fuel: coal, oil
and gas. Which, in urban areas, come from vehicle combustion, domestic
fuel burning and industries.

However, each of those sources have its own variables. Traffic emission
depends on the vehicle fleet composition. Different vehicle types present
different emitting profiles. Trucks and buses, due to its engine size, emit
more pollutant per hour than a car or a motorcycle. Also, some countries
have stricter regulations about engines emissions and the vehicle age takes
part on the combustion efficiency. Also, fossil fuels can present different
composition around the globe, which affects domestic fuel and industry
emission. Moreover, some pollutants, such as NO2, come from secondary
chemical reactions. Those reactions depends on sunlight, temperature and
atmospheric composition.
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6.1.2 Biases carried by this model

In this case, in particular, the features used to build the model are primarily
related to traffic. Thus, the emission profile is bound to the vehicle fleet
characteristics of Oakland, CA, USA. In order to mitigate this bias a rescaling
factor can be introduced given that the emission profile of each vehicle type
is known. Also, Waze data only carries congested traffic road segments. But,
there may be cases of highways or streets with a heavy traffic intensity that
do not get congested. Thus, high emitting road segments can be overlook
by Waze data.

Climate and weather effects were attenuated because pollution data is a
year-wide sample. However, atmospheric chemical composition and day-
light duration has to be taken into account as variables of distance-decay
concentration rates.

Also, the urban background concentration of pollutants, which depends
from other sources than traffic, may not be proper estimated by the current
method.

6.1.3 Data needed to improve model

Much of the data needed to improve the model and mitigate the biases
are not fully available. First, a fine-grained pollution concentration of other
urban areas are rare and usually not fully disclosed. Second, a detailed,
updated and complete Points of Interest (POI) map are maintained by
companies that do not share the data. Open Street Maps attempts to fill this
gap, but the community is still not large enough to keep all urban areas
updated. Third, fleet composition data exists usually for broader political
areas such as states or counties.

On the other hand, weather and atmospheric composition data are fully
available from open sources.
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6.1.4 Modeling decisions and improvements

Several decisions were made to build the model. The pollution data was
collected between 2015 and 2016, while Waze data is from March of 2019
We assumed that the traffic patterns did not change significantly between
those periods based on other studies. And that one month traffic behaviour
average represents a year with considerable fidelity. But, it is known that
traffic can change greatly during the year depending on school vacations
and holidays. Thus, matching the period of the Waze and pollution samples
could greatly contribute to improve the accuracy of the model.

When aggregating the pollution data into hexagons, there are two main
central tendencies to consider, mean and median. The mean is affected
by very localized emission sources in the hexagon such as a truck garage.
Localized sources like that could appear on very detailed POI maps. But,
median is chosen in this dissertation because the explanatory variables were
mostly traffic related.

OSM has the potential to describe land-use in a more detailed manner
which could improve the urban background concentration estimation [42].
The features built were individual counts which do not provide much
data variability to estimator. However, combinations of these features into
land-use categories can provide better and richest data.

The feature importance method, mean decrease of impurity, has known
flaws [43]. It does not indicate which feature decreases the predictability of
the model. Also, there are several tests showing that random features can
be well ranked. Other, more reliable and model agnostic methodologies can
be used such as permutation importance or drop-column importance [42],
[44]

Moreover, the estimation on Montevideo shows high concentration hexagons
scattered on the country-side or minor roads. This may happen due to the
feature avg congested prop which is high when there are just one segment
which is always jammed. Thus, remote region with traffic lights and inter-
sections can be prone to be classified with high concentration. One way
to mitigate that effect is to exclude hexagons with very low unique jam
segments.
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Finally, a different approach might produce better general and reproducible
results. Projects like OpenAQ [45] compiles air quality data from more than
10 thousand locations. Most of the data sets are from sparse fixed monitors
of air concentration. But, due to the large amount of different locations,
standard LUR models can be trained using only Waze and Open Street
Maps features. In this way, the lack of high resolution data is compensated
by the volume of different locations. Different validation settings can take
place, using locations entire cities as validation data sets. This might be a
solution to the transferability problem and a way to build global intra-urban
air pollution estimation method.

6.2 Social and Health Impacts with Global Reach

This study presents a straightforward estimation approach for estimating air
pollution concentration with worldwide reach. In development cities that
has poor or non-existent air quality measurements are in reach to obtain
this information with a much lower cost. This can have transformative
implications for public policy, environmental equity, public awareness and
epidemiology.

Policy makers of continent-wise or local-wise reach can improve their deci-
sion process. ONU, OMS and federal agencies can keep track of air pollution
goals in large urban areas. Also, along with population density data, they
can better estimate the population affected by air poor air quality. Also, the
estimation of the air quality impact of regulatory actions or traffic changes
is possible. Moreover, local governments will be able to localize and take
active measures to diminish high concentration areas.

Further studies on environmental equity can access the impact of air quality
on unprivileged populations. Demographic data, bus routes and origin
destination data can understand the population flow in the city. Combined
with air pollution regions, health impact on specific population sectors can
be estimated.

Also, routing companies and jogging apps can provide healthier routes to
user. If the air quality is publicized, people can make better decisions on
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which neighbourhood to live or to work in order to diminish their health
exposure.
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7 Conclusion

This dissertation proposes a framework to estimate intra-urban pollutant
concentration using open crowded and global reaching data such as Waze
and Open Street Maps. It consists on aggregating geographical data in an
hexagonal grid, H3, provided by Uber. A low number of geographical traffic
predictors built from Waze regressed by a XGBoost model managed to reach
literature results for black carbon, NO and NO2. Due to its simplicity, the
model opens a broad range of improvement paths. Either by better feature
engineering Waze and OSM data or experimenting different models.

In conclusion, this study suggests that Waze data is a good candidate as
traffic predictor for LUR models. Beyond that, it tackles the opens a new
path to tackle the transferability problem. The global databases can be used
in most of the world and are maintained accordingly. Plenty of other fields
of studies can build upon those estimations such as epidemiology and
public policy planning.
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